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A simple coin-tossing ame leads to the study of real sequences, x and y, with the 
remarkable property that the products of their differences are majorized by the dif- 
ferences of their product. Such sequences are said to form a double-dipping pair. The 
following conjecture arises when the game is governed by sampling balls from urns: 
if A, a, B, b are non-negative integers with A >/a and B i> b, then x and y form a 
double-dipping pair, where x~ = (A ~-k), Yk = (B~-k), k = 0, I, 2 ..... The conjecture is 
proved here under the additional restriction -b  < A -B  ~< a. The proof is based, in 
part, upon the observation that the polynomials, X--*Zk(~k)(,~_k)(1--X) k, 
n ~<a + b, have reciprocals, all of whose Taylor coefficients (about x = 0) are non- 
negative. © 1996 Academic Press, Inc. 
l .  INTRODUCTION 
We begin with a simple game of chance. Two players, Alfie and Betty, 
compete with two coins, I and II, and a target set 5 a, 5 a being a fixed, 
non-empty subset of the positive integer lattice ~' = {(m, n) : m, 
n=l ,2 , . . .} .  
Alfie's objective is to hit the target. He plays by flipping coin I repeatedly 
and by noting the first appearance of "tails," say at the m th flip. He then 
flips coin II repeatedly and again notes the first appearance of tails, say at 
the nth flip. In this way he determines a point, (m, n), of ~ .  He wins one 
dollar if (m, n) e 5e. 
Betty plays by flipping the coins simultaneously, her objective being to 
get "double tails." She repeatedly flips both coins and notes the first 
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occurrence of double tails, say at the kth double flip. She wins one dollar 
if k ~< ISel, the cardinality of S~. 
In any single playing of the game it is possible for either/neither/both 
players to win. It turns out, however, as shown in [2], that Betty's expected 
winnings always exceeds Alfie's, no matter what the target set ~.  This 
assertion is equivalent to the following inequality. 
THEO~M 1. Let p, q be f ixed with 0 <<. p, q <~ 1. Then the sum of any N 
terms (N= 1, 2 .... ) from the set {p"q" : m, n = O, I, ...} does not exceed 
1 +(p+q-pq)+ ... +(p+q__pq)N-~. 
Theorem 1 contains a new elementary inequality (one involving only 
non-negative numbers) and it is worth pursuing for this reason alone. 
(See Littlewood's comments on p. 151 of [ 7 ].) 
2. DOUBLE DIPPERS 
It is natural to consider analogues of Theorem 1 in which the game is 
governed by sampling balls from urns. If sampling is done without replace- 
ment, however, successive outcomes are no longer independent, and the 
associated inequalities become quite involved. In order to state these results 
succinctly (see Theorem 2 below) we need the following notations. 
If u=(uo,  ul .... ) and v=(v0, Vl .... ) are sequences of real numbers, we 
denote by uv their coordinatewise product, (UoV o, ul vl .... ). The differences 
of u are given by 
ZI"Uk= ~ ( - -1) J (~)Uk+j  ( l )  
j=o 
(n = 0, 1 .... ). If u and v are bounded sequences with non-negative t rms, we 
say that u is majorized by v, and write u ~ v, provided that 
sup ~ Ujk~<SU p ~ ViE (2) 
k=l k~l  
(n=l ,2  .... ), the suprema being taken (separately) over all n-tuples, 
Jl < "'" < J , ,  of non-negative integers. It is known ([5], [8]) that (2) is 
equivalent to the existence of a doubly sub-stochastic matrix S (non-negative 
entries, row sums ~< 1, column sums ~< I) such that 
u=Sv. (3) 
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We recognize Theorem 1 as a majorization inequality. It becomes a 
much more suggestive result, however, if we express the majorization in 
terms of differences. Suppose, then, that x and y are geometric sequences, 
say x j=(1 -p) J ,  y j=( l -q ) J  ( j=0 ,  1 .... ), with p and q fixed. We find that 
A"'Xo = p"', A"yo = q" and Ak( xy )o = (p + q -  pq)k. Thus, when 0 ~<p, q ~< 1, 
Theorem 1 may be rephrased as 
{A'xoA"yo :m,n=O,  1 .... }~{Ak(xy)o :k=O,  1 .... }. (4) 
Any two sequences x and y satisfying (4)--the products of their differences 
being majorized by the differences of their product--will be said to form a 
double-dipphTg pail'. 
The urn-sampling ames mentioned above lead up to, and are solved by, 
the following inequality. (See [3], Sections 3-8.) 
THEOREM 2. Suppose that A, a, B, b are fixed, non-negative #Ttegers with 
A >~a, B>~b, and 
a + b ~< min{ A, B}. (5) 
Then x and y form a double-dipph~g pair, where 
( j=0 ,  1, ...). (6) 
Theorem 2 contains a new, elementary inequality, but it may also be of 
value because of the relationships it suggests among the binomial coef- 
ficients. (In recent years there has been a dramatic rise in interest in bino- 
mial coefficient identities. This has been due, in part, to the great--and 
much deserved--influence of D. E. Knuth, and to his insistence that Com- 
puter Scientists learn more about such things (1-4], [6]).) 
Theorem2, according to criterion (3), guarantees the existence of 
numbers, s ..... ;k (O<~m<<.a, O<<.n<~b, O<~k<~a+b), with the following 
properties: 
k 
a-mJ \b -n J  ~ s .... ;k ~ ( -1 )  j (7) k=O " j=o j a b 
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a+b 
E 
k~O 
b 
r~;~O n~O 
s .... ;k>~0 (8) 
s ...... :~< 1 (9) 
s,,,.,,; k~< I. (10) 
The numbers ...... :k may, indeed must, depend on all seven parameters A, 
a, B, b, m, n and k. We choose, however, to regard A, a, B, b as fixed, and 
to suppress the dependence upon them of s ..... :k. The array S=(s  .... ;k) is 
to be viewed as a matrix, with rows indexed by m and n, and columns by 
k. Items (8)-(10) then assert that S is doubly sub-stochastic of size 
(a+ 1)(b+ 1)x (a+b+ 1). 
The matrix S, advertised in (3), is hTfinite, yet (7)-(10) specify only the 
entries common to (a + 1 )(b + 1) rows and to the first a + b + 1 columns. 
Nothing is amiss here, since the neglected entries may all be filled in with 
zeros. It is for this reason that we have chosen to ignore them in (7)-(10). 
(Writing equation (3) as u j=~k Sj. kVk, it is plain that sj.k may be replaced 
by 0 whenever uj = 0 or v k -~ 0. Thus sj. k needs to be specified only when 
ujvk ~ 0.) 
We refer to items (7)-(10) as a "missing" binomial coefficient identity. 
This is because Theorem 2 is proved (in [3]) using criterion (2): we assert 
the existence of the s ..... k's (via (2) and the equivalence (2),~ (3)), but we 
have no way of displaying them. Littlewood once remarked that it is point- 
less ever to write down the proof of an identity because the hard work has 
already been done in its formulation. Theorem 2 seems to carry his point of 
view to the other extreme: binomial coefficient identities are proved there 
without ever being written down! 
Machine calculations indicate that Theorem 2 is true without the restric- 
tion (5). We are thus led to formulate the following conjecture. 
Conjecture. Suppose that A, a, B, b are non-negative integers A >t a and 
B>>,b. Then x and y, as defined in (6), form a double-dipping pair. 
The conjecture contains a new, elementary inequality which I am unable 
to prove. What is proved here is that the conjecture is valid whenever 
-b  <~ A - B <~ a. (11) 
The method used is the obvious 
surprises, not the least of which 
effect. 
one (see Section 3), but it contains ome 
being that it works only when (11) is in 
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3. THE POLYNOMIAL  METHOD 
Before describing our approach to the conjecture it will be instructive to 
work through a specific example in detail. The one selected is particularly 
simple, for it can be treated by hand, yet it has some substance to it, and 
it will serve as an independent check of our analysis in Section 4. 
We take a = 3, b = 2, B= A, and (this being the crucial point) we leave 
A- -2  A A - - I  
_ (2 ) ,  A unspecified. Thus x=((~) ,  (A;I),  ( 3 ) .... ) and y=( ( , ) ,  
(A;-2) .... ). Tedious calculations how that the products of the differences 
and the differences of the product are as given below. (We have multiplied 
all terms by 12 in order to avoid fractions.) 
(m, n) 
(0,0) 
(l,O) 
(0, l) 
(2 ,0)  
(1 ,1)  
(0 ,2)  
(3,0) 
(2, l )  
(1 ,2)  
(3, 1) 
(2 ,2)  
(3 ,2)  
12A'x  o • d"yo  k 
A 5 _4A 4 + 5A s - 2A 2 
3A 4 - 12A 3 + 15A 2 -6A  
2A'* - 8A s + I0A 2 - -4A 
6A s -- 18A 2 + 12A 
6A 3 _ 24A 2 + 30A -- 12 
2A 3 - 6A 2 + 4A 
6A 2 _ 6A 
12A 2 _ 36A + 24 
6A 2 -  18A + 12 
12A -- 12 
12A - 24 
12 
12gk(Xy)o 
A 5 -4A  4+5A s -2A:  
5A 4 - -26A s +49A2 -40A + 12 
2A s -  108A2 + 196A -- 120 
60A 2 - 276A + 324 
120A -- 336 
120 
Both sequences have finite support and only their non-zero entries are dis- 
played. The A'xo. A"yo'S are listed in what might be called sinister diagonal 
order, whereby (m, n )< (m', n') is interpreted as: either m + n <m'+ n', or 
m+n=m' +n' and m>m'. 
Our goal is to show that the sequence on the left is majorized by the one 
on the right. Criterion (2) appears to be useless here, because, without 
further information on A, it is impossible to identify the j largest erms on 
the left ( j  = 1, 2, ..., 12). 
We are forced, then, to invoke criterion (3), which demands that we 
express the A"'xo. Anyo'S substochastically in terms of the Ak(xy)o'S. The 
method we propose to use now becomes obvious: we shall view the above 
lists as being composed of polynomials in A. It is then transparent that each 
term on the left is uniquely expressible as a linear combination of those on 
the right. 
We find, after further calculations, that the coefficients,  ..... ;k, in these 
linear combinations are as follows. 
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(/?7, I'/) 
k 
Sin, n; k 
(o, o) 
(I, o) 
(o, 1) 
(2, o) 
(1,1) 
(0, 2) 
(3,0) 
(2, I) 
(1,2) 
(3, 1) 
(2, 2) 
(3,2) 
0 1 2 3 4 5 
1 0 0 0 0 0 
3 9 21 123 387 
0 ~ 5---0 250 2500 12500 
2 3 7 41 129 
0 ~ 2-5 125 1250 6250 
3 6 81 66 
0 0 
10 25 500 625 
3 7 41 129 
0 0 
10 50 500 2500 
1 2 27 22 
0 0 
10 25 500 625 
1 9 117 
0 0 0 
10 50 500 
1 4 27 
0 0 0 ~ 2-~ 250 
1 2 27 
0 0 0 
10 25 500 
1 9 
0 0 0 0 
10 50 
1 2 
0 0 0 0 
10 25 
1 
0 0 0 0 0 
10 
The matrix S displayed above has several striking features. First, the 
entries are obviously all non-negative, and the row sums/column sums 
never exceed 1. Thus S is doubly substochastic, and our conjecture is 
verified, at least when a = 3, b = 2, A = B. 
Second, the entries Sm,,:k vanish whenever k < m +n, and third, the 
column sums of S are all 1. We find that these observations are true in 
general (see (33) and Lemma 10) and that both are essential to the success 
of our analysis. (The row sums appear to be complicated: they arise, 
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however, as the part&l sums of il~nite series, whose sums are 1. See the 
remark preceeding Lemma 10. The partial column sums, on the other 
hand, admit no similar interpretation, and it is fortunate indeed that their 
total sums, courtesy of Lemma 10, are all 1.) 
Fourth, the entries of S are more cumbersome than might reasonably 
have been expected. We are dealing here, after all, with an especially simple 
case of our conjecture. The s ...... :k's are the connection coefficients between 
the polynomials A"'xo.A"yo and the Ak(xy)o'S, and our main task is to 
show that they are non-negative. Such problems are commonplaces in
Combinatorics, and elsewhere, and many examples are to be found in Lec- 
ture 7 of [ 1 ]. Our problem, however, differs from all those considered in 
[ 1 ]. We are dealing here with many more connection coefficients than is 
customary since the polynomials J" 'xo.A"yo do not all have different 
degrees. Moreover, our "base" polynomials, Zlk(Xy)O, k = 0, 1, 2 .... are not 
orthogonal with respect to any measure, because they fail to satisfy 
Favard's three term recurrence formula ([9], Theorem 3.2.1). Nor are the 
Llk(xy)o'S of Scheffer type ([1], p. 58). These differences may serve to 
explain the apparent complexity of the s .... :k's displayed above. 
4. THE MAXN RESULT 
Suppose that A, a, B, b are non-negative #ltegers with 
(12) 
THEOREM 3. 
A >~a, B>~b and 
--b <~ A -- B <~ a. 
Then x and y form a double-dipping pair, where 
, I 
Proof There is no loss of generality if we assume 
B-b<<.A-a .  (14) 
This is because the hypotheses and the conclusion of our theorem are 
invariant under the substitution: 
A*--~B and a~--~b: (15) 
if (14) fails to hold, we simply switch the variables as indicated in (15). 
Our plan is to hold B-A  fixed (thereby eliminating B) and to view (7) 
as a polynomial identity in A. It will be convenient to set 
d=B-A+a.  (16) 
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d is then a fixed integer, which, in view of (12), (14), satisfies 
O<.d<.b. (17) 
We begin our proof by finding new representations for Amxo .A"yo and 
Ak(xy)o . The problem with those used in (7) is that the variable A appears 
twice in each, and this makes polynomial considerations hazardous. We 
seek, then, alternate representations i  which A occurs in only one bino- 
mial coefficient. Ak(xy)o will be treated first since it succumbs readily to a 
known identity. 
LEMMA 1. With x and y given by (13), and d by (16), we have 
Ak(xY)°=~/~' k,jJk, b - j  J \a+b-k / "  (18) 
Proof. Using the identity 
( r ) ( s )=~ (m-' j r '+s)(  n . " n- - j  / \m+n/  (19) 
we see that 
,xy, 
The familiar formula, 
(~) - - ( r l  1 )= (~21)  (integer/), (21) 
for the difference of a binomial coefficient, when applied k times to (20), 
gives (18). 
Chapter 5 of [4] gives a very lucid account of the binomial coefficients. 
Identities (19) and (21) may be found there as formulae (5.28) and (5.8) 
respectively. We have adopted the very sensible convention introduced on 
p. 154 of [4], whereby all letters tand for real numbers. When additional 
constraints are called for, as in identity (19), these will be stated explicitly. 
Dummy variables appearing as summation i dices (e.g. the "j" in (19)) are, 
of course, assumed to be integers. We choose, however, not to specify the 
values taken by such variables, which convention facilitates witching the 
order of double sums. It is thus left to the reader to figure out the range 
582a/73/2-5 
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of most summations. In identity (19), for example, it. is clear, since 
m-- r+$ n+r - - s  __  ( j )=0 whenever j<0  and ( ,_ j  ) -0  whenever j>n, that the 
j-summation is ~=o.  (It is to be noted that the statement of (19) in [4] 
is qualified unnecessarily by the requirement m, n >I 0.) 
A representation for the products of the differences, namely: 
j j b -n - j  J \a+b- rn -n  ' 
(22) 
may be obtained by the method of Lemma 1, but it turns out to be 
unsuitable for our purposes. We are attempting to express Amxo • A"yo in 
terms of the Ak(xy)o'S, and the pivotal step will be provided by Lemma 4 
below. In order to fit in with that result, the dummy variable--the j in 
(22)--has got to appear both upstairs and downstairs in the binomial coef- 
ficient containing A. This feature is present in identity (26), but it is missing 
from (22). 
LEMMA 2. 
( rks )=~ (r+i-l~(s-i~i J \ k - i J  
Proof We use upper negation, 
(;) 
followed by Vandermonde's convolution, 
(&teger k). (23) 
(integer k), (24) 
r t 
\m+n/=7 
which identities, and titles, may be found as formulae (5.14) and (5.22) in 
[43. 
We have 
(r;s)=, l) 
, 
, ,,,(7), j k - j  ' 
and two further upper negations how that (23) holds. 
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LEMMA 3. With x, y given by (13), and d by (16), we have 
A"'x°'A"Y°= ~ (i+n~d-1)(a+b-m-n.-i)a_m_t 
(A+d-m-n- i~  (26) 
×\a+b-m-n- i , f  
Proof The difference formula (21) gives 
=(A-m~(A +d-a -n)  (27) 
A"'x° " A"Y° \ a - m/ \  b -  n " 
Applying Lemma 2 with k = a - m,  r = n - d and  s = A + d -  m - n ,  we see 
that 
A.,Xo.A.yo=~. ( i+n-d - l~(A+d-m-n- i )  
i i / \  a--m i 
×(A+d-a-n) 
b-n  J" 
The proof is completed by means of a trinomial revision, 
/ \ f \ / '~ f '~r  r -k  r j 
~k J~ j_k J=~j J~k)  (integers j, k), (28) 
applied with j=a  + b -m-n- i ,  k =a-m- i  and r= A + d -m-n- i .  
Identity (28) is proved in (5.21) of [4] and christened on p. 174 thereof. 
This brings us to the end of the beginning of our proof, and it is a good 
spot to summarize what remains to be done. 
We are supposing that a, b and d are fixed non-negative integers with 
d<~b. Numbers ..... ,k (O<~m<~a, O<<.n<~b, O<~k <~a+b), depending on a, 
b and d, but not on A, are then determined by means of the polynoial iden- 
tity (in A): 
~ ( i+n-d -1) (a+b-m-n- i~(A+d-m-n- i~  
• t a--m-- i  / \a+b-m-n- i J  
, ,k b - j  ] \a+b-k J "  (29) 
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Our task is to show that 
and 
S m ,rk20 . I 
o+b 
c Sm.n;k6 1 
k=O 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
It is possible to extract some information about the s,,,,,+‘s directly from 
(29). We do this now, thereby dispensing with a remark left unjustified in 
Section 2. 
First, we note that the polynomial on the left side of (29) has degree 
a + b - rn - 11, while the summand polynomials on the right all have degree 
a + b -k. It follows that 
s m. ,I; k =o if k<m+n. (33) 
Next, by comparing the leading terms on both sides, i.e., the coefficients of 
A u+b--n’--n, we find that 
a-!-b-m-n 
a-m > 
=s” &II :,,,+n Ly (g)(a;“;d). 
Vandermonde’s convolution, (25), gives 
a+b-m-n 
a-m 
s m. rr; nt + n = (34) 
The second leading terms, s,,,, n; “, + n + , , may be determined by comparing 
coefficients of A”+b--m--n-l, and using (34). The algebra required, 
however, is decidely more complicated than that displayed above, and we 
content ourselves with a mere statement of its outcome: 
dm 
a+b-m-n-l a+b-m-n-l 
b-n 
S 
a-m 
tn. n; m + n + I = 
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Setting m = 0 gives 
(a+b-d)n 
a+b-n-l 
a > 
so. n; n + I = 
(a+b) yb 
( > 
7 
and we see these entries are negative (n = 1, 2, . . . . b) if d > a + b or, by ( 16), 
if A -B < -b. Similarly, the entries s,,~,,.~,+ i (m = 1, 2, . . . . a) are all 
negative if A - B > a. Thus the polynomial method fails unless ( 12) holds. 
It is clear, in view of the calculations just made, that a new idea is 
needed before our proof can resume. The idea is provided by Lemma4 
below. To see how that result was formulated, let us focus on what seems 
to be the crux of our problem-that of expressing a single binomial coef- 
ficient as a linear combination of sums of products of others: 
(We choose to regard the i-summation in (29) as “noise,” and to forget 
about it, at least for now.) 
In view of ( 17), the j-sum in (35) runs from J’ = 0 to i= d. Rewriting it 
in reverse order (i.e., replacing j by d-j) and using the symmetry identity 
(C41, (5.4)), 
(35) becomes 
(36) 
The essence of our problem is therefore as follows. We seek to express a 
certain binomial coefficient, (/:) say, with h > 0, linearly in terms of 
r-j-g 
h-g > 
(g = 0, 1, . ..). (38) 
the integer d, and the scalars yo, . . . . yd being prescribed. (In the case of 
interest, (37), the y’s are given by yj = ( y)( Oz!~“).) Such expression is cer- 
tainly possible for we may regard (/:) as a polynomial in r of degree h, and 
(38) as one of degree h - g. We thus have 
(L)= C cg i Yj(r~~~g)3 
gz=o j=O 
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the c[s being determined by 70 ..... 7d and h. What is surprising is that the 
c[s admit a simple representation i  terms of the 7's and that they can be 
chosen independently ofh. 
LEMMA 4. Let Yo . . . . .  Yd be fixed real numbers, not all zero. Then 
g>~O j=O 
where the Cg'S are the Taylor coefficients (about x = O) of the reciprocal of 
the polynomial d Zj=0 y j (1 - -X)  j. 
Proof Suppose that r and h are fixed, and that h>~0 (else (39) is 
obvious). We consider functions, C(x), P(x) and Q(x), defined by 
and 
C(x)= y~ cgxg 
g~>0 
d 
P(x) = ~ y j(1 - x)J 
j=0  
Q(x) = (1 -x )  I . . . .  I p(x). 
(40) 
(41) 
The Taylor coefficients of Q(x)( =~g~>o qg xg, say) may be determined by 
means of the binomial theorem ([4], (5.12)) and an upper negation, (24). 
We have, from (40) and (41), 
so that 
d 
Q(x)= 
j=0  
d 
=2 
j=o  
d 
=2 
j=o  
~,j(1 -x )  j+h-r - I  
g>~O g 
g>~O 
qg= 2 Yj • (42) 
j=o  
It follows from (42) that the right side of (39) is 5~]=o Cgqh_g , which we 
recognize as the hth Taylor coefficient of C(x) Q(x). 
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But C(x)P(x)= 1, by hypothesis, so that C(x)Q(x)= (1 -x )  h - r -  1 by 
(41). Applying the binomial theorem once more, and an upper negation, 
(24), we have 
° 
so that the Taylor coefficient of interest is (t~). 
LEMMA 5. Suppose that a, b and d are non-negative integers with 
d <<. a + b, and that the s ..... ;k'S are determined by (29). Then, if k >t m + 17, 
s ;k ..... ~ ( i+n-- .d- - l~(a+b--m--n- - i~ 
= • Ck . . . . . .  i ,  (43) 
i<~k - -m - -n  \ t / k  - -  m - -  t 
where the e's are the Taylor coefficients (about x = O) of the reciprocal of the 
polynomial 
z FY j=o k/ \  a - j  ( l - -x ) : .  (44) 
(a)(o+b-d) Proof Applying Lemma4 with ),j replaced by , j  . . . .  j ,, h by 
a+b-m-n- i  and r by A +d-m-n- i ,  gives 
+b-m-n- i /  
a+b- -m- -n - - i  
= 2 Cg 
g=O 
a+b 
= Z 
k=m+n+i  
= 2 
k~m+n+i  
+b-d~(A +d-m-n- i - j -g~ 
~" ( ; ) (aa - - j  / \  a+b-m-n- i -g  / ]=0 
)( ck . . . . . . .  i ~ a+ d A+d- j -k~ 
j=o a a+b-k  / 
Ck -- m -- n -- i Z a 
j=o b- j  / \a+b-k J  
(where we have again reversed the order of the j-summation). 
It follows that 
~i ( i+n-d -1) (a+ba-m-n- i~(A+d-m-n- i~  
• i m i / \a+b-m-n- i /  
( i+n~d-1) (a+b-m-n- i )  
=Y~ Y.  c~ . . . . . . .  , . 
k i<~k- -m- -n  a - -m- - I  
d x ~" (d ) (a+b-d) (A+j -k )  
j=o \ J / \  b - j  / \a+b-k f  
(45) 
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Recalling Lemmas 1 and 3, we realize that (45) is a second representation 
of dn’xO. d”y, in terms of the dk(xy),‘s, the first being given by (29). These 
two representations must agree! Comparing coefficients gives (43). 
The simplest instance of Lemma 5 arises when n =d, because the 
i-summation then collapses to a single term, leaving 
a+b-d-m 
s ,,I. cl; k = 
> 
Ck-d-n,. (46) a-m 
We observe that the binomial coefficient in (46) is positive since m < a and 
d< b. Thus, in order to prove (30), we have got to check that the c;s are 
non-negative when I’ = 0, 1, . . . . a + b -d. It turns out, in fact, that all the c;s 
are non-negative, so that the polynomial (44) has an absolutely monotone 
reciprocal. (A function, F(x), with Taylor series, F(x) = xi>,, fix’, is said 
to be absolutely monotone if fj> 0 ( j= 0, 1, . ..). This class of functions is 
discussed in [ 11: it deserves more attention than it has received.) 
We turn our attention now to the polynomials 
(47) 
The parameters a, j? and v are non-negative integers. We notice that the 
polynomial vanishes when v > a + p, and we insist, therefore, that v d a +/I. 
The degree of P:fl(x) is min{a, v}. Moreover, by Vandermonde’s convolu- 
tion, (25 ), 
p;qq= “:” >o. 
( > 
LEMMA 6. If a, p and v are non-negative integers with a + p 2 v, then the 
polynomial P:p(x), defined by (47), has an absolutely monotone reciprocal. 
Prooj The idea is to show that the zeros of P: P(x)-there are 
min{ a, v} of them-lie in [ 1, co). (Any polynomial with P(0) > 0 and all 
zeros in (0, co) obviously has an absolutely monotone reciprocal.) 
Now 
P;“(x)= -& 
( > 
” J;-“P-yy), (49) 
where 
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and j~.b(y) is the Jacobipolynomial ([9], 4.3.2): 
j,~.b(y) = ~,, n+a'~(n+b'~(y+ 1"~ k (51) 
k=o k / \n -k / \ -~/  
The J~'b(y)'s form an orthogonal system on -1  <y< 1 (a,b fixed; 
17 = 0 ,  1 .... ) with respect o the weight function 
w(y)=(1-y )~(1  +y)b (52) 
([9], 2.4.1), and thus all their zeros lie in the interval -1  < y < 1 ([9], 
Theorem 3.3.1 ). From this, and (50), it follows that all the zeros of P~ P(x) 
lie in 1 < x < oo, and the proof of the lemma is complete ... almost. 
Unfortunately, the above argument is valid only when 
v ~< min{ ~, fl}. (53) 
We shall refer to such cases as good; those in which (53) fails as bad. The 
problem lies with Theorem 3.3.1 of [9], which is predicated upon the 
assumption that the weight function, (52), be integrable. This is so precisely 
when a, b > -1 ,  that is to say, since we are dealing with integers, precisely 
when (53) holds. 
We handle the bad cases--those in which v > min{e, f l}--by considering 
three subcases eparately. In each sub-case a bad polynomial on the left is 
expressed in terms of a good one on the right. 
If f l< v~<ct, hen 
( f l )  P~P(x)=(O~v_fl) (1 -x )v -pP~+p . . . .  (x); 
if e, fl < v, then 
p~,a(x) = (1 ~-P p,~ . -x) P~+a_v(X), 
if ct < v~<fl, then 
(°~ + fl) P~.P(x)=(°~ : fl) P2=+P-~(x). 
(54) 
(55) 
(56) 
In case (54) there are v-fl zeros at x= 1 and, by the analysis of the good 
cases presented above, fl zeros in (1, ~).  Similarly, in case (55), there are 
v-fl zeros at x= 1 and o~+fl-v zeros in (1, oo), while in case (56) all 
zeros lie in (1, ~).  The identities are checked easily by expanding the 
various binomial coefficients. 
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Thus in all cases--good and bad--the zeros of P~#(x)  are confined to 
I ~< x < oo. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
Now is a good time to int.errupt our proof to take stock of our progress. 
We have ignored the inequalities (31), (32) completely, and will continue 
to do so, directing all our efforts toward (30). This is what we know about 
the non-negativity of the s ..... ,k'S: 
s . . . .  ;k~>O if k<m+n;  (57) 
s,.,.;k~>O if k>>.m+n and n>>.d. (58) 
(57) is merely a restatement of (33); (58) follows from Lemmas 5 and 6. 
The missing case "k >t m + n and n < d," required to complete the proof of 
(30), remains unproven. A difficulty arises with the "noise" that we chose 
to ignore while leading up to Lemma 4, and specifically with the binomial 
coefficient, (;+,,~a-~), in (29). The coefficient is always (no matter what the 
value of i) non-negative if n >~d, and this observation accounts for the 
validity of (58). If n < d, however, the same coefficient is somet imes negative 
(e.g. when i= 1), and we cannot assert that s ..... :k >10. 
What is needed is a new representation of s ..... ;k, one that does not 
involve a sum of terms. This seems, at first, to be an unreasonable demand: 
the representation (43), after all, does involve a summation. But therein lies 
the way out of our dilemma: if a "series-free" representation f s . . . .  ;k exists 
at all, it has got to be derivable from the one displayed in Lemma 5. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that a, b and d are non-negative integers with 
d <~ a + b, and that the s . . . .  ; k's are determined by (29). Then, i f  k >>. m + n and 
n < d, s . . . .  ; k is the (k  - m - n) th Taylor coeff icient o f  
a . . . .  +b-a - . , (x  ) Pa  --  nt 
d ,a+b- -d  . ", Pa (~; 
(59) 
Proof  Lemma 5 may be restated as 
k . . . . . .  ( i+n- -d - - l ) (a+b- -m- -n - - i )  
S , , , , ;k= ~. . ck . . . . . . .  i, (60) 
;=o t a -m- i  
wherein 
• 1 
c lx '= • (61) 
i>~o pa. a+b-a(x  ) 
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We recognize (60) as the (k -m-n) th  Taylor coefficient of a product 
with 
P(x) ~, cix i, (62) 
P(x) ~ ( i+n-d -1) (a+ba:m-n- i )  
~-- . . X i .  
• 1 m t 
Negating the first binomial coefficient, (24), and then applying Vander- 
monde's convolution, (25), gives 
P(x)=~ a -m 
=~ (d]n) ( _x ) ,  ~ (d~n[i~(a+b-d-m~./\ a -m- j  / 
( d-,,~( a-n-i~ Replacing the product . i .. j - ;  . by (d~,)(~), in accordance with (28), 
and then using the binomial theorem, gives 
P(x)=~ (d jn ) (a+b-d -m~ 
• a - m - j  
=~ (d -n) (  j a -m- j  / 
nd- -n ,a+b- -d - -m~ =r . . . .  tx~. (63) 
The lemma now follows from (60), (61), (62) and (63). 
In order to complete the proof of (30), it certainly suffices, by (57), (58) 
and Lemma7, to show that the rational function (59) is absolutely 
monotone. This turns out to be true, but its proof, unlike that of Lemma 6, 
requires detailed information on the relative locations of the zeros of dif- 
ferent families of Jacobi polynomials. 
We shall use the following obvious principle. 
L~MMA 8. Suppose that r and s are fixed real numbers with r >~ 0 and 
s> O. Then the rational function (x - r ) / (x -s )  is absolutely monotone if 
(and only if) r >>. s. 
LEMMA 9. I f  a, b, d, m, and n are non-negative integers atisfying m <~ a
and n <~d<~b, then the function pd . . . .  +b-d-o, t ~/pd.~+b--dt~. ~ -- a . . . .  X ,,-- a ~.., is absolutely 
monotone. 
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pd . . . .  +b--d . . . . .  pd  . . . . .  +b-d - -m(  ] pd, a+b--d . . . .  ( ) a- -m (X) =- -a - -m .X  , --a--n1 .X .  
Pa"~+ b- a(x) --o-.,Pd'"+t'-d-m(-x.~ P,,a'"+b-a(x). . 
f i  pd_ , ,+ i_ l ,a+b_d_m(X]  
~-  - - ( I  - -  I I I  ~ - -  * 
pd- - .+ i ,a+b- -d- -m(  ~) 
i= I - -a im ~.  
f i  l )d,a+b--d--m+j--  - -a - - re+j - -  1 1( X ) 
X d,a+b--d--m+j j=l P . . . .  +j (x) 
We shall show that all the ratios appearing in these products are absolutely 
monotone. The ratios are of two types: those in the left product (type I) 
having the form P~'P(x)/P~+LP(x), and those in the right (type lI), 
P~P(x)/P~'f~-~(x). The parameters in both types satisfy ~(~>0 and 
fl>~v>~O. 
Type I. We consider two sub-types, good (o~ >1 v) and bad (o~ < v). In 
the good cases (0c, fl>~O) we use the identity (49) to convert to Jacobi 
polynomials: 
p~.'(x) p,-v.a-~(y) 
p~+ l.P(x ) - g~- ,+ ,. a-V(y)" 
If the zeros of j~-v,p-,,(y), say )'1 > "'" > Yv, and those of J~ -v+ L p-,,(y), 
say y'~ > ... > Y'v, are listed in descending order, a remarkable theorem of 
Markov (Theorem 6.2.1 of [9]),  asserts that y,.> y~ ( i= 1 .... , v). Since the 
substitution (50) is order preserving, it follows that each of the zeros of 
P~P(x) lies to the right of the "corresponding" zero of P~+I"P(x). 
Lemma 8, in conjunction with (48), then completes the proof of the good 
cases of type I. 
The argument just given is invalid in the bad cases (~ < v<~fl). Our 
remedy, just as in the proof of Lemma 6, is to convert he bad cases into 
good ones. We find that a bad case of type I becomes a good case of 
type II, and we choose to treat such cases at the end. (They are not, 
however, terminal.) The conversion in question is effected by means of (56), 
which gives 
/ 
e+l  
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Type II. Again we consider two sub-types, bad (o~<~ v) and good 
(co > v). The dichotomy is different han that in type I, but the bad cases 
(co ~< v ~< fl) are again treated by means of (56). We have 
e:'_lfll + I(x) - ((7,. + ]~ --[- 1) 
(e+f l+ l )~ \ v+l  
P2"+P-"(x) 
P:+ ~'~+P-"(x)' 
so that a bad case (on the left) is converted to a good case of type I (on 
the right), and such cases have been treated successfully above. 
The good cases of type II (c¢ > v, fl >t v) are handled like those of type I, 
by switching to Jacobi polynomials. But now Markov's theorem works 
against us, and an opposing result, a sort of converse to his, is called for. 
Our proof is based upon the claim that 
between any two zeros of p~.#+~ -- +, (x) 
there lies at least one of P~ Z(x) 
(64) 
(and hence exactly one). The zeros of the former polynomial, say 
x, < .-- <xv+~, and those of the latter, say X'l < -.. <x'v, must therefore 
be interspersed: 
xl <x'i <x2< "'" <x~<x'~<xv+t. (65) 
To justify our claim we switch to Jacobi polynomials via (49). We must 
prove that 
between any two zeros of J~+~-"P-~(y) 
(66) 
there lies precisely one of J~- v" p- ~(y). 
(It is well-known ([9], Theorem 3.3.2) that the zeros of J~-V'P-"(y) are 
interspersed between those of J~T['P-"(y). Markov's result shows that the 
~t--v, ~t-v- zeros of Jv+l #-V(Y) lie, pairwise, to the left of those of Jv+l ~'P-~(Y). 
Our task is to show that they lie not so far to the left as to violate (66).) 
For (66) it suffices to show that 
j~-  ~. a-  V(y,) j~-  v. p- ~(y,,) < 0 (67) 
at any two consecutive zeros, y', y", of J~+ [-1. a- , (y) .  Rephrasing formula 
(4.5.4) of [9], we see that 
(o~+fl+l)d~-,,p-V(y) . . . .  n =20a/v ,a-V(y) 2(v+ 1) . . . . .  ~'~ . . . .  - -  a~+z tY ) .  
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Thus, at the zeros of J;T;-‘*~-‘(JJ), the polynomials Jz-“*p-“(y) and 
J;-‘-‘,fl-‘(y) have the same sign, and (67) is equivalent to 
~~-~-I.“-‘(y’)J~-‘-l,P-Y(y”)<o~ (68) 
But (68) is true since J;- “- ‘* fi- ‘(y) has exactly one zero between any two 
consecutive zeros, y’, y”, of J;;;-‘*P-‘(y) (Theorem 3.3.2 of [9] and the 
remarks following it.) This completes the proof our claim (64). 
We now pair off the zeros of P;p(x) and P:[,+ ‘(x) : x’, with x,, . . . . xi, 
with xy, in accordance with Lemma 8. Since the zeros are all confined to 
[ 1, co), the identity 
P; q x) PyyO) ny”=; xi 
P;,p:yY)=P;p(o) l-p&, x; j=, x--X/ xv+, --x’ 
(fi x-x;) 1 
along with (48), shows that the function on the left is absolutely monotone. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 9. 
It follows from Lemmas 7 and 9 that s,,, n; k 2 0 if k >, m + n and n < d, 
and then, from (57), (58) that (30) holds. 
In order to prove (31) it will be convenient to extend the definition of 
the polynomials (47) by allowing a and j? to assume arbitrary integer 
values. Lemmas 7 and 9 then continue to hold even in the absence of the 
hypothesis “n < d.” Denoting by c: the ith Taylor coefficient of the rational 
function (59), the row sums of S are estimated as follows. 
o-!-b a+b--m--n 
c Srn,n;k’ c 4 
k=O i=O 
<f c; 
i=O 
a+b-d-m 
a-m > = 
ca+:-7 
To estimate the column sums of S, (32), we use the following observation. 
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LEMMA 10. With x and y given by (13) we have 
Y •'Xo Y, J"yo= Z ~(Xy)o. 
m>~O n>~O k~O 
(69) 
Proof The left side of (69) is, courtesy of (21), 
Z 
m >~O 
(Aa22) ,,~>~o (A+d-a--n~ 
b-n  J 
=,,,~<~,, (A-am+m) .~b ( A+d-2-b+n)" 
Using parallel summation ([4], (5.9)), viz: 
~j (r + i) = (r + j + l ) (integer j),
i~  J 
(70) 
to simplify both sums above, gives 
(A21)(A+d--a+l) E A"'xo Y'. A"yo= . (71) .,>~o .>1o b 
By (18), the right side of (69) is 
(d~(a+b-d) (A+j-k~ 
=~ (~)(a+b-d~b_j ,}k<~+ b (A+j-a-b+k)k " 
Another parallel summation shows that 
~" Ak(xY)°=~ b-j  J\ a+b J" (72) 
k>_-o j 
Identity (69) follows from (71) and (72) by applying (19). 
Lemma 10 brings to our attention a second expansion of 
~,.~o A'xo Z.>>.o d"yo in terms the Ak(xy)o'S. The first, according to (29), 
(26) and (18), is 
z  o,x0 z ,73, 
m~>O n>~O k~>O n 0 n~>O 
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Compar ing coefficients in (69) and (73) gives 
EEs  ..... ; k= l .  
• i l i  i i  
This completes our proof  of Theorem 3. 
5. CLOSING REMARKS 
(1) A Check. We check our analysis against the example: a = 3, 
b = 2, A = B, that was worked out directly in Section 3. 
Suppose that a, b and d are fixed, non-negative integers with d~< b, and 
that the s ..... ;fls are determined by the polynomial  identity in A: 
~ ( i+n-d - l ) (a+b-m-n- i~(A+d- rn -n - i~  
• z a m- i  / \a+b-m-n- i J  
Our analysis shows that s ..... ;k is the (k -m-n) th  Taylor coefficient of the 
rational function _~Pa . . . . .  --m + b -- a - m ,X, , - -  ~/pa., + b - a(.x). 
Let us check this assertion when m = 1 and n = 0. Since a = 3, b = 2 and 
A=B,  (14) fails to hold, and we have got to switch variables as in (15), 
and work instead with a = 2, b = 3, A = B, d = 2, m = 0 and n = 1. We assert 
that st.o.~ is the (k -1 ) th  Taylor coefficient of 
P~" 3(x) 6 -- 3x 
P~_'3(x) 10- -8x+x 2 
3 9 21 123 3 387 x4 
= +g6 x+2-  x-'+2-%-6 x + 12-5N6 + ' "  
and this agrees with the (1, O)th row of the matrix in Section 3. 
(2) Special Cases• When d is small (Idl ~ 2) it is possible to exhibit 
the coefficients .... ;k explicitly. It was only after working out these cases 
directly, and studying their formats, that the relevance of the polynomials 
(47) to our analysis became clear. When d= O, we have 
Sin, n; k : 
-m-n /ka+n-k J  
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1 
a formula obtained in [ 3 ], and, when d= 1, 
g -- nt // 
j~o'= ~J+n-2) (a+b-m-n- J '~(  a j  / \  a - - j  J\-~-bJ'~k . . . . . .  j 
(3) Double-Dipph~g Pairs. It is possible to deduce Theorem 1 from 
Theorem 3 by means of a limiting process. If p, q are fixed, with 0 <p,  
q < 1, we choose large integers A, a, B, b so that a/A ~p and b/B~ q. 
Making A, a, B, b ~ ~ in such a way that a/A ---, p, b/B ---, q and 
--b <~ A - B <~ a, (74) 
we see that (with x and y given by (13)) zJmXO--+( A "' o)p , J"yo--, (f) q", 
Ak(xy)o ~ (~)(~)(p + q_pq)k. Thus Theorem I follows from Theorem 3. 
A third proof of Theorem 1 may be found in [ 10]. 
It is essential for the above argument that all four variables A, a, B, b 
grow large together: if A and a are held fixed, then (74) will cease to hold 
as B, b ~ az. This observation suggests the following question. 
PROBLEM. DO x and y form a double-dipping pair when 
A-k)  qk (k=0,  1, )? xk = , Yk = --' 
a 
Here A and a are non-negatwe integers with A ~> a, and q satisfies 0 < q < 1. 
(4) The Polynomial Method. We have shown that the polynomial 
method works precisely when (74) is in effect. It is possible, however, that 
(74) might be avoidable by using a slight modification of the method. We 
could, for example, instead of fixing B -A ,  assume that f iB -~A is held 
constant, where a and fl are suitably chosen integers. (Each choice, to be 
sure, entails a restriction similar to (74): the hope is that all choices cover 
all values A>>.a and B>>.b.) The difficulty here lies with infrastructure: 
hardly any binomial coefficient identities are known that express, say, (~)  
in terms of (sums of products) of (~)'s. 
(5) Identities. There are many identities that I have not discovered, 
but which ! am able to certify as "missing." One of may favorite examples, 
a binomial coefficient identity, is: 
n+o~ j+fl--1. = n+fl  ~. sj.k k . (75) 
n j n 
582a/73/2-6 
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Here n is a fixed non-negative integer and 0c >/fl t> 1 are fixed real numbers. 
S is an (n + 1 ) x (1l + I ) doubly stochastic matrix (non-negative ntries, row 
sums= 1 =column sums) whose entries depend on all five parameters, 
Sj.k =s( j ,  k, ~, fl, n). The existence of S is guaranteed by criterion (2), and 
the equivalence (2)¢~(3). The sj, k's are not determined uniquely by (75) 
and this makes their description more difficult, not less. Identity (75), along 
with its "missing" relatives (see [ 3]), needs to be discovered by the current 
experts in binomial coefficient identities. 
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